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CAUTION: If the power cord of the device is equipped with an earthing contact, then it must be connected .... Standalone operation ...... Â¡Evite la luz solar directa! 
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YOU‘VE MADE THE RIGHT CHOICE! We have designed this product to operate reliably over many years. Please read this User‘s Manual carefully, so that you can begin making optimum use of your Cameo Light product quickly. Learn more about Cameo Light on our website WWW.CAMEOLIGHT.COM.



PREVENTIVE MEASURES



DEUTSCH



1. Please read these instructions carefully. 2. Keep all information and instructions in a safe place. 3. Follow the instructions. 4. Observe all safety warnings. Never remove safety warnings or other information from the equipment. 5. Use the equipment only in the intended manner and for the intended purpose. 6. Use only sufficiently stable and compatible stands and/or mounts (for fixed installations). Make certain that wall mounts are properly installed and secured. Make certain that the equipment is installed securely and cannot fall down. 7. During installation, observ e the applicable safety regulations for your country. 8. Never install and operate the equipment near radiators, heat registers, ovens or other sources of heat. Make certain that the equipment is always installed so that is cooled sufficiently and cannot overheat. 9. Never place sources of ignition, e.g., burning candles, on the equipment. 10. Ventilation slits must not be blocked. 11. Keep a minimum distance of 20 cm around and above the device. 12. Do not use this equipment in the immediate vicinity of water (does not apply to special outdoor equipment - in this case, observe the special instructions noted below. Do not expose this equipment to flammable materials, fluids or gases. Avoid direct sunlight! 13. Make certain that dripping or splashed water cannot enter the equipment. Do not place containers filled with liquids, such as vases or drinking vessels, on the equipment. 14. Make certain that objects cannot fall into the device. 15. Use this equipment only with the accessories recommended and intended by the manufacturer. 16. Do not open or modify this equipment. 17. After connecting the equipment, check all cables in order to prevent damage or accidents, e.g., due to tripping hazards. 18. During transport, make certain that the equipment cannot fall down and possibly cause property damage and personal injuries. 19. If your equipment is no longer functioning properly, if fluids or objects have gotten inside the equipment or if it has been damaged in anot her way, switch it off immediately and unplug it from the mains outlet (if it is a powered device). This equipment may only be repaired by authorized, qualified personnel. 20. Clean the equipment using a dry cloth. 21. Comply with all applicable disposal laws in your country. During disposal of packaging, please separate plastic and paper/cardboard. 22. Plastic bags must be kept out of reach of children. 23. Please note that changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party responsible for compliance could void the user´s authority to operate the equipment.



FRANCAIS ESPAÑOL ITALIANO DMX
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POLSKI



FOR EQUIPMENT THAT CONNECTS TO THE POWER MAINS: 24. CAUTION: If the power cord of the device is equipped with an earthing contact, then it must be connected to an outlet with a protective ground. Never deactivate the protective ground of a power cord. 25. If the equipment has been exposed to strong fluctuations in temperature (for example, after transport), do not switch it on immediately. Moisture and condensation could damage the equipment. Do not switch on the equipment until it has reached room temperature. 26. Before connecting the equipment to the power outlet, first verify that the mains voltage and frequency match the values specified on the equipment. If the equipment has a voltage selection switch, connect the equipment to the power outlet only if the equipment values and the mains power values match. If the included power cord or power adapter does not fit in your wall outlet, contact your electrician. 27. Do not step on the power cord. Make certain that the power cable does not become kinked, especially at the mains outlet and/or power adapter and the equipment connector. 28. When connecting the equipment, make certain that the power cord or power adapter is always freely accessible. Always disconnect the equipment from the power supply if the equipment is not in use or if you want to clean the equipment. Always unplug the power cord and power adapter from the power outlet at the plug or adapter and not by pulling on the cord. Never touch the power cord and power adapter with wet hands. 29. Whenever possible, avoid switching the equipment on and off in quick succession because otherwise this can shorten the useful life of the equipment. 30. IMPORTANT INFORMATION: Replace fuses only with fuses of the same type and rating. If a fuse blows repeatedly, please contact an authorised service centre. 31. To disconnect the equipment from the power mains completely, unplug the power cord or power adapter from the power outlet. 32. If your device is equipped with a Volex power connector, the mating Volex equipment connector must be unlocked before it can be removed. However, this also means that the equipment can slide and fall down if the power cable is pulled, which can lead to personal injuries and/or other damage. For this reason, always be careful when laying cables. 33. Unplug the power cord and power adapter from the power outlet if there is a risk of a lightning strike or before extended periods of disuse. 34. The device must only be installed in a voltage-free condition (disconnect the mains plug from the mains). 35. Dust and other debris inside the unit may cause damage. The unit should be regularly serviced or cleaned (no guarantee) depending on ambient conditions (dust etc., nicotine, fog) by qualified personnel to prevent overheating and malfunction. 36. Please keep a distance of at least 0.5 m to any combustible materials. 37. Power cables to power multiple devices must have a cross-section of at least 1.5 mm². Within the EU, the cables must correspond to H05VV-F, or similar. Suitable cables are offered by Adam Hall. With these cables, you can connect multiple devices via the power OUT connection
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to the power IN connection of an additional device. Make sure that the total current consumption of all connected devices does not exceed the specified value on all connected devices (label on the device). Make sure to keep power cable connections as short as possible. CAUTION: To reduce the risk of electric shock, do not remove cover (or back). There are no user serviceable parts inside. Maintenance and repairs should be exclusively carried out by qualified service personnel. The warning triangle with lightning symbol indicates dangerous uninsulated voltage inside the unit, which may cause an electrical shock.



DEUTSCH



The warning triangle with exclamation mark indicates important operating and maintenance instructions.



Warning! This symbol indicates a hot surface. Certain parts of the housing can become hot during operation. After use, wait for a cool-down period of at least 10 minutes before handling or transporting the device.



FRANCAIS



Warning! This device is designed for use below 2000 metres in altitude.



Warning! This product is not intended for use in tropical climates.



POLSKI



ESPAÑOL



Caution! Powerful light emission. Danger to Eyesight. Do not stare at the light source



CAUTION! HIGH VOLUMES IN AUDIO PRODUCTS! This device is meant for professional use. Therefore, commercial use of this equipment is subject to the respectively applicable national accident prevention rules and regulations. As a manufacturer, Adam Hall is obligated to notify you formally about the existence of potential health risks. Hearing damage due to high volume and prolonged exposure: When in use, this product is capable of producing high sound-pressure levels (SPL) that can lead to irreversible hearing damage in performers, employees, and audience members. For this reason, avoid prolonged exposure to volumes in excess of 90 dB.



INTRODUCTION COMPACT 40W LED RGBW SPOT CLQS40CW (cool white LED, black housing) CLQS40CWWH (cool white LED, white housing)



ITALIANO



CLQS40WW (warm white LED, black housing) CLQS40WWWH (warm white LED, white housing) CONTROL FUNCTIONS 3-channel DMX control Master/slave mode Standalone operation



DMX



Control via IR remote control (IR remote control optional)
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FEATURES
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Compact spotlight with a 40 W cool or warm white LED. DMX-512 control. Master/slave mode. Sound control. Control via IR remote control (IR remote control optional) Fast access feature. Securing lug and mounting bracket. 2 diffusers included for various dispersion angles. Housing colour black or white. Operating voltage 100-240 V AC / 50-60 Hz. Power consumption 55 W. The spotlight features the RDM standard (Remote Device Management). Remote device management allows the user to view status and configuration of RDM terminals via an RDM-capable controller.



CONNECTIONS, OPERATING AND DISPLAY ELEMENTS
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5 8



1



2
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6



7



ESPAÑOL



1 POWER IN Blue power input socket for power supply to the device. A suitable power cable is included. 2 POWER OUT



POLSKI



White power output socket for power supply to additional CAMEO spotlights. Ensure that the total current consumption of all connected devices does not exceed the value specified on the device in amperes (A). 3 FUSE Fuse holder. Fuse T1A/250 V (5 x 20 mm) IMPORTANT: Replace the fuse only with a fuse of the same type and value. In the event of repeated fuse failure, please contact an authorised service centre.



ITALIANO



4 DMX IN Male 3-pin XLR socket for connection to a DMX control device (e.g. DMX console). 5 DMX OUT Female 3-pin XLR socket for sending the DMX control signal. 6 OLED DISPLAY



DMX



The OLED display shows the operating mode and other system information.
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7 OPERATING KEYS
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MODE – press MODE to access the selection menu for system settings. Press repeatedly to go back to the main display. ENTER – press ENTER to access the menu levels to make value changes, and to access the sub-menus. Confirm value changes by pressing ENTER. UP and DOWN – select individual menu items in the selection menu (DMX address, operating mode etc.) and in the sub-menus. Allow changes to the value of a menu item, such as the DMX address as required. 8 EYELET FOR SAFETY CABLE



DEUTSCH



Overhead installation may only be carried out by qualified personnel. A suitable safety cable must be fitted to the spotlight’s securing lug to ensure that it does not fall down.



OPERATION PLEASE NOTE: • As soon as the spotlight is correctly connected to the power supply, the following will be displayed in succession: "Software Update Please Wait..." (only for service purposes), "Welcome to Cameo", the model name and the software version. After this process, the spotlight is ready for operation and starts in the previously selected mode.



FRANCAIS



• If the DMX operating mode is activated and there is no DMX signal at the DMX input, the display will start to flash after a few seconds. • After approximately 30 seconds of inactivity, the display will automatically show the currently active operating mode. • Fast Access Feature: In order to simplify the menu guide, the device has an intelligent menu structure that allows direct access to previously selected menu items and sub-menu items. 1. Press MODE and ENTER simultaneously for direct access to the last-edited sub-menu item, where you can make changes instantly as required (DMX starting address and all modes). 2. Press MODE for direct access to the last-selected and last-edited menu item. Press ENTER to access the last-selected and last-edited sub-menu item (DMX starting address and all modes).



ESPAÑOL



CONFIGURING DMX START ADDRESS Press the MODE button repeatedly until "Menu DMX Address” or “Menu Mode” appears in the display. If necessary, select the menu item "Menu DMX address" by using the buttons UP and DOWN and press ENTER. Using the UP and DOWN buttons, select the desired DMX start address and press ENTER to confirm. The DMX mode will be activated simultaneously.



POLSKI



Menu DMX Address



ENTER UP/DOWN



DMX ADDRESS 001



-



DMX ADDRESS 510



ENTER



SETTING OPERATING MODE (Mode) Press the MODE button repeatedly until "Menu Mode" or “Menu DMX Address” appears in the display. If necessary, select the menu item "Menu Mode" by using the buttons UP and DOWN and then press ENTER. Now select the desired operating mode with the buttons UP and DOWN and confirm with ENTER (see tables, note sub-menus). The comprehensive DMX table can be found in these instructions under “DMX CONTROL”.



DMX



ITALIANO



Operating Modes
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Mode DMX



=



DMX operating mode



03CH



=



3-channel mode



Mode Sound



=



Sound control mode



Sound



=



spotlight reacts to bass impulses. Adjustable microphone sensitivity.



Mode Slave



=



slave mode



Slave



=



connect DMX IN on the slave unit to DMX OUT on the master unit (same model) and enable one of the standalone modes on the master unit. The slave unit will now follow the master unit.



Mode Static



=



setting a "scene" without an external controller



Static



=



master dimmer, fine dimmer, strobe (strobe function as in channel 3 in DMX mode) can be configured separately.



ENTER UP/DOWN



Mode DMX



ENTER



DMX Mode 03CH



ENTER
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Menu Mode



/ ENTER



Mode Sound



UP/DOWN



Mic Sens 00 -99 ENTER



/



DEUTSCH



Mode Slave



ENTER



/ ENTER



Mode Static



UP/DOWN



Static Dimmer



-



Static Dimmer Fine



-



Static Strobe Func.



ENTER - UP/DOWN



ENTER - UP/DOWN



Dimmer 000 - 255



Dimmer Fine 000 - 255



Strobe Func. 000 - 255



ENTER



ENTER



ENTER



FRANCAIS



ENTER - UP/DOWN



SYSTEM SETTINGS (settings)



ESPAÑOL



To access system settings, press the MODE button repeatedly until "Menu DMX Addr" or "Menu Mode" appears in the display. Now select the menu item "Menu Settings" using the UP and DOWN keys and press ENTER. Now select the desired sub-menu item, but this time with the buttons UP and DOWN and confirm with ENTER (see tables, note sub-menus). Settings Display Rev



DMXFail



Dim.Curve



=



=



=



= rotate display by 180° (e.g. for overhead installation)



Display Rev Off



= normal orientation of the display



automatic display shutdown



Display On



= permanently on



Display Off



= automatic display shutdown after approximately 1 minute of inactivity.



operating status with DMX signal fault



Hold



= last command is retained



Blackout



= activates blackout



Dimmer curve



Linear



= light intensity increases linearly with DMX value



Exp



= light intensity can be finely adjusted at lower DMX values and broadly adjusted at higher DMX values



Log



= light intensity can be broadly adjusted at lower DMX values and finely adjusted at higher DMX values



S-Curve



= light intensity can be finely adjusted at lower and higher DMX values and broadly adjusted at medium DMX values



LED



= spotlight responds abruptly to changes in DMX value



Halogen



= spotlight behaves like a halogen spotlight with soft brightness changes



On



= IR remote control activated



Off



= IR remote control deactivated



dimmer sensitivity



activate or deactivate control by IR remote control



DMX



IR Remote



=



Display Rev On



ITALIANO



Dimmer Resp.



=



rotate display by 180°



POLSKI



Display



=
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Factory Reset



Menu Settings



=



reset to factory settings



ENTER



Reset Now?



ENTER



Settings Display Rev



UP/DOWN



UP/DOWN



Display Rev On



Display Rev Off



/



ENTER



ENTER



/



ENTER



Settings Display



DEUTSCH



ENTER = reset to factory setting MODE = do not perform reset



UP/DOWN



Display On



Display Off



/



ENTER



ENTER



/



Settings Dim. Curve



ENTER UP/DOWN



FRANCAIS



Dim. Curve Exp



/



ENTER



ENTER



/



Settings Dimmer Resp.



Dim. Curve Linear



ENTER UP/DOWN



Dimmer Resp. LED



/



/



Dim. Curve Log ENTER



/



Dim. Curve S-Curve ENTER



Dimmer Resp. Halogen



ENTER



ENTER



/



ESPAÑOL



Settings IR Remote



ENTER UP/DOWN



IR Remote Off



/



ENTER



/



Settings Factory Reset



IR Remote On



ENTER



ENTER



Reset Now? Yes = ENTER No = Mode



DMX value



DMX value



DMX value



S-curve Light intensity



logarithmic Light intensity



exponential Light intensity



linear Light intensity



POLSKI



Dimmer curves



DMX value



SYSTEM INFORMATION (System Info)



ITALIANO



To read a variety of system information, press the MODE button repeatedly until "Menu DMX Addr" or "Menu Mode" appears in the display. If necessary, select the menu item "Menu System Info" using the UP and DOWN keys and press ENTER. Use the UP and DOWN controls to select the desired sub-menu item, and press ENTER to display the corresponding information.



DMX



System Info Firmware



=



display the software version



V1.xx



Press ENTER to display information.



Temperature



=



display LED temperature in degrees Celsius or Fahrenheit



Temperature LED



= display temperature by pressing ENTER



Temperature C/F



= select temperature unit to degrees Celsius or degrees Fahrenheit. Confirm with ENTER



display operating time in hours



xxxxh



Press ENTER to display information.



Op.Hours
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=



ENTER UP/DOWN



System Info Firmware



ENTER



Software Version V1.xx



ENGLISH



Menu System Info



/



System Info Temperature



ENTER UP/DOWN



/



Temperature C/F



ENTER



ENTER - UP/DOWN



Temperature xxxC/F



Unit C ENTER



ENTER



Unite F ENTER



Op. Hours xxxh



FRANCAIS



System Info Op. Hours



/



DEUTSCH



/



Temperature LED



INFRARED REMOTE CONTROL (optional)



ESPAÑOL POLSKI ITALIANO



Activate the infrared remote control in system settings (Menu Settings) under “IR remote” (IR Remote On). Aim the infrared remote control directly at the infrared sensor built into the front of the spotlight. The maximum range is approximately 8 metres. BL/ON/OFF (Blackout) The BL button is used to switch off the spotlight’s LED, regardless of which operating mode is activated. Press the BL button again to reactivate the previously selected mode.



DMX



SP/SPEED No function.
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/BRIGHTNESS 12 brightness settings. Press the button



and then select the desired brightness using the + and - buttons (level 1 = Blackout).



FL/FLASH (Strobe) Activate the strobe effect and set one of its 14 speeds. Press the FL button, then use the + and - buttons to select the flash frequency (level 1 = strobe disabled, level 2 = slowest flash frequency, level 14 = fastest flash frequency).



DEUTSCH



R/G/B/W/A/U (W = white/ R, G, B, A and U no function) To set one of the 12 brightness levels, press the W button then use the + and - buttons to select the level, whereby level 1 switches the LEDs off. PG No function.



FRANCAIS



CM No function. SC (sound-controlled strobe) To activate the sound control mode, press SC and set the microphone sensitivity using the + and - buttons as required (11 levels). AU



DIFFUSERS Two diffusers are supplied with the lamp, each with a different beam angle (1 x 10° and 1 x 25°). The beam angle of the lamp can be set at 4.5° (without diffuser), 10°, or 25°. Insert the desired diffuser in front of the light-emitting lens and secure it with the supplied securing ring.



DMX



ITALIANO



POLSKI



ESPAÑOL



No function.
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INSTALLATION AND MOUNTING
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Thanks to its integrated double bracket, the spotlight can be positioned in a suitable location on a level surface. Installation on a traverse is possible with a suitable traverse clamp (not supplied). Ensure firm connection to the mounting bracket and secure the spotlight to the securing lug (A) with a suitable safety cable. Important: Overhead installation may only be carried out by qualified personnel.



A



DEUTSCH FRANCAIS ESPAÑOL



DMX TECHNOLOGY



POLSKI



DMX-512 DMX (Digital Multiplex) is the designation for a universal transmission protocol for communications between corresponding devices and controllers. A DMX controller sends DMX data to the connected DMX device(s). The DMX data is always transmitted as a serial data stream that is forwarded from one connected device to the next via the "DMX IN" and "DMX OUT" connectors (XLR plug-type connectors) that are found on every DMX-capable device, provided the maximum number of devices does not exceed 32 units. The last device in the chain needs to be equipped with a terminator (terminating resistor).



ITALIANO



DMX CONNECTION DMX is the common "language" via which a very wide range of types and models of equipment from various manufacturers can be connected with one another and controlled via a central controller, provided that all of the devices and the controller are DMX compatible. For optimum data transmission, it is necessary to keep the connecting cables between the individual devices as short as possible. The order in which the devices are integrated in the DMX network has no influence on the addresses. Thus the device with the DMX address 1 can be located at any position in the (serial) DMX chain: at the beginning, at the end or somewhere in the middle. If the DMX address 1 is assigned to a device, the controller "knows" that it should send all data allocated to address 1 to this device regardless of its position in the DMX network. SERIAL CONNECTION OF MULTIPLE LIGHTS 1. Connect the male XLR connector (3-pin or 5-pin) of the DMX cable to the DMX output (female XLR socket) of the first DMX device (e.g. DMX-Controller). 2. Connect the female 3-pin XLR connector of the DMX cable connected to the first projector to the DMX input (male 3-pin socket) of the next DMX device. In the same way, connect the DMX output of this device to the DMX input of the next device and repeat until all devices have been connected. Please note that as a rule, DMX devices are connected in series and connections cannot be shared without active splitters. The maximum number of DMX devices in a DMX chain should not exceed 32 units.



DMX



The Adam Hall 3 STAR, 4 STAR, and 5 STAR product ranges include an extensive selection of suitable cables. DMX CABLES When fabricating your own cables, always observe the illustrations on this page. Never connect the shielding of the cable to the ground contact of the plug, and always make certain that the shielding does not come into contact with the housing of the XLR plug. If the shielding is connected to the ground, this can lead to short-circuiting and system malfunctions.
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Pin Assignment DMX cable with 3-pin XLR connectors: Shield



1 3



1 3



2



2



DMX cable with 5-pin XLR connectors (pin 4 and 5 are not used): 5 1



4 3 2



4 3 2



Shield



5 1



DEUTSCH



DMX TERMINATORS (TERMINATING RESISTORS) To prevent system errors, the last device in a DMX chain needs to be equipped with a terminating resistor (120 ohm, 1/4 Watt). 3-pin XLR connector with a terminating resistor: K3DMXT3 5-pin XLR connector with a terminating resistor: K3DMXT5 Pin Assignment 3-pin XLR connector: 1 3



3



2



FRANCAIS



5-pin XLR connector: 4 2



5 1



DMX ADAPTER The combination of DMX devices with 3-pin connectors and DMX devices with 5-pin connectors in a DMX chain is possible with suitable adapters. Pin Assignment DMX Adapter 5-pin XLR male to 3-pin XLR female: K3DGF0020 Pins 4 and 5 are not used.



TECHNICAL DATA



DMX



ITALIANO



POLSKI



ESPAÑOL



Pin Assignment DMX Adapter 3-pin XLR male to 5-pin XLR female: K3DHM0020 Pins 4 and 5 are not used.
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Model name:



CLQS40CW (WH)



CLQS40WW (WH)



Product type:



LED spotlight



LED spotlight



Type:



Compact spotlight



Compact spotlight



Colour spectrum LED:



cool white



warm white



No. of LEDs:



1



1



LED type:



40 W



40 W



LED colour temperature:



6500 K



3000 K



Refresh rate:



3600 Hz



3600 Hz



Beam angle:



4.5° (10°, 25° with diffuser)



4.5° (10°, 25° with diffuser)



DMX input:



3-pin male XLR



3-pin male XLR



DMX output:



3-pin female XLR



3-pin female XLR



DMX mode:



3-channel



3-channel



DMX functions:



dimmer, fine dimmer, strobe



dimmer, fine dimmer, strobe



Standalone functions:



master/slave operation, strobe, dimmer response, dimmer curves, static mode, sound control



master/slave operation, strobe, dimmer response, dimmer curves, static mode, sound control



Control:



DMX512, IR remote control (optional), RDM enabled DMX512, IR remote control (optional), RDM enabled



Operating controls:



Mode, Enter, Up, Down



Mode, Enter, Up, Down



Display elements:



OLED display



OLED display



Operating voltage:



100-240 V AC/50-60Hz



100-240 V AC/50-60Hz



Power consumption:



55 W



55 W



Light intensity (@ 1 m):



145000 lx (4.5°)



71000 lx (4.5°)



Lighting power:



1829 lm



940 lm



blue power input socket white power output socket (max. 12 A)



Fuse:



T1A (5 x 20 mm)



T1A (5 x 20 mm)



Ambient temperature (for operation):



0°C – 40°C



0°C – 40°C



Relative air humidity:



























Empfehlen Sie Dokumente
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q spot 40 cold white q spot 40 warm white 

Do not open or modify this equipment. 17. ...... bloc adaptateur livrÃ© avec votre appareil ne correspond pas au format de votre prise murale, veuillez consulter un ...
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q spot 40 cold white q spot 40 warm white - Cameolight 

45-46. DECLARACIONES DEL FABRICANTE. 46. CONTROL DMX. 69. POLSKI. ŚRODKI OSTROŻNOŚCI ...... des gaz inflammables. 13. Vé
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Q SPOT 40 TUNABLE WHITE 

Software version. V1.xx .... with other commercial waste for disposal. ...... (ActualizaciÃ³n del software, espere por favor) (solo con fines de servicio tÃ©cnico) y.
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Q SPOT 40 RGBW 

Please read this User's Manual carefully, so that you can begin making optimum use of your Cameo Light product quickly.
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Q SPOT 40 RGBW 

sound control, fast access feature, securing lug and mounting bracket, 2 diffusers for different beam angles, black or white housing colour, operating voltage ..... Connect the male XLR connector (3-pin or 5-pin) of the DMX cable to the DMX output (f
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q spot 40 tunable white dmx control table 

Ramp up Random, slow -> fast. 057. -. 079. Ramp down Random, slow -> fast. 080. -. 102. Random Strobe Effect, slow -> fast. 103. -. 127. Strobe Break Effekt ...
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q spot 40 dmx control table 

CameoÂ® is a brand of the Adam Hall Group Â· Adam Hall GmbH Â· Adam-Hall-Str. 1 ... Strobe functions. 000. -. 005. Strobe open. Multifunctional strobe. 006. -. 010.
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Q SPOT 15 RGBW 

(non pris en charge par la garantie), afin d'Ã©viter toute surchauffe et ..... the spotlight is compliant with the RDM standard (Remote Device Management).
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Q SPOT 15W 

Consentono di modificare a piacere il valore di una voce di menu, ad esempio l'indirizzo DMX. 7 EYELET FOR SAFETY ROPE / ÖSE FÜR SICHERUNGSSEIL ...
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Q SPOT 15 RGBW 

Never deactivate the protective ground of a power cord. ... The warning triangle with lightning symbol indicates dangero
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Q SPOT 15 RGBW - Cameolight 

Make certain that the equipment is installed securely and cannot fall down. 7. ...... Colour Jumping Stop ... Strobe Break Effekt, 5sâ€¦..1s (Short burst with break).
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octafly cold white - AUDIENS 

6. Use only sufficiently stable and compatible stands and/or mounts (for fixed ...... cas le blindage du câble n'entre e
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q-spot 15 rgbw wh dmx control table 

CameoÂ® is a brand of the Adam Hall Group Â· Adam Hall GmbH Â· Adam-Hall-Str. 1 Â· D-61267 Neu-Anspach Â· Germany. Telefon +49 (0) 6081 / 94 19-0 Â· Fax +49 ...
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Q 1 Q 2 Q 3 Q 4 Q 5 Q 6 Q 7 Q 8 Q 9 Q 10 Q 11 Q 12 Q 13 Q 

Q. 4. Q. 5. Q. 6. Q. 7. Q. 8. Q. 9. Q. 10. Q. 11. Q. 12. Q. 13. Q. 14. Q. 15. Q. 16. Q. 17. Q. 18. Q. 19. Q. 20. Q. 21.
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Double Spot 

Single/Double Spot - Endurance. WP-LED415/WP-LED430. A1. B1. WARNING. IMPORTANT: NEVER attempt to do any work without sh
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mein spot 

â€šMein Spot' ein Teilprojekt im Rahmen des Projektes â€šStellenwert - Jugend will Arbeit' der Katholischen Jugend OÃ–, KAB & Betriebsseelsorge in Kooperation mit ...
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Q 1 Q 2 Q 3 Q 4 Q 5 Q 6 Q 7 Q 8 Q 9 Q 10 Q 11 Q 

Q. 4. Q. 5. Q. 6. Q. 7. Q. 8. Q. 9. Q. 10. Q. 11. Q. 12. Q. 13. Q. 14. Q. 15. Q. 16. Q. 17. Q. 18. Q. 19. Q. 20. Q. 21.
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Q 1 Q 2 Q 3 Q 4 Q 5 Q 6 Q 7 Q 8 Q 9 Q 10 Q 11 Q 12 Q 13 Q 14 Q 15 Q ... 

Q. 42. Q. 43. Q. 44. Q. 45. A E A B C D C E B B D A A B C E A D E A B D B C D D A X D E A C E D B C D E C A A E A E D. A
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Q 1 Q 2 Q 3 Q 4 Q 5 Q 6 Q 7 Q 8 Q 9 Q 10 Q 11 Q 12 Q 13 Q 14 Q 15 Q ... 

Q. 9. Q. 10. Q. 11. Q. 12. Q. 13. Q. 14. Q. 15. Q. 16. Q. 17. Q. 18. Q. 19. Q. 20. Q. 21. Q. 22. Q. 23. Q. 24. Q. 25. Q.
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q 

pesquera MARCELA FISHING de matrícula PT-03315-BM y 4.23 de arqueo ... mediante eI escrito de vistos, Ia COOPERATIVA PES
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q 

Asunto: Solicitud de información. Reciba un cordial saludo. Con el objeto de dar certeza al acceso de la información par
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Q? 

Resolución Exenta Nº 1553 de fecha 19 de noviembre de 2007. : 168826. : 05.12.2015. : E—013—01—71524 de 02.12.2015. : 35
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Q! 

4 sept. 2018 - MAYOR, identificado con D.N.I. W 10438535;. CONSIDERANDO: Que, mediante Resoluci6n Ministerial W 498-2014
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q 

26 sept. 2018 - médico cirujano Héctor Eduardo Quezada Tirado, Jefe de Equipo de la citada. Dirección General, para que
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